
Hi Everyone, 

 

The Anna’s Hummingbirds continue to

amaze me at Swan Lake.

The males find all kinds of ways to show off

and strut their stuff.

They seem to spend a lot of time displaying

their wares.

And sometimes they strike the oddest

postures.
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To show off how good they look to the

females and how strong they are to any

other male competitors.

The south west BC coast is the only place in

Canada where hummingbirds stay for the

winter. They didn’t always do this. The

odd one might try as they can find food

when there isn’t any nectar available

in blossoms by poking along branches for

spiders or oozing tree sap, or by eating

flying insects that are more prevalent as our

winters get milder with global warming.

But their winter populations started to

really skyrocket in the 1990’s as humming

bird feeders became more and more popular

with the human providers and with

hummers like this little female getting ready

to fill up with sugar water. 

Speaking of females, I haven’t found a nest

this year but I have pictures from previous

winters. Their nest building skills are

awesome. The nests are very small. This

one is the about the size of a small espresso

cup, but some aren’t much bigger

than a large walnut shell.
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The nests are well camouflaged made from

plant fibre, animal hair, and bits of

lichen bound together with spider silk.

Spider silk?

The two white eggs are about the size of

jelly beans and take about two to three

weeks to hatch. How cool is that?
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We’re getting very excited at Swan Lake about some other eggs as well because we

are getting our first ever Salmon Incubator! 

We are joining a program supported by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and

the Goldstream Volunteers Hatchery, where students raise salmon in their

classrooms from eggs, to eyed eggs, to alevin and finally to fry. 

It was one of my favourite things to do as a teacher. Students learn about the salmon

life cycle, and they also learn to value and care for the freshwater and marine

ecosystems that they are so closely linked to.
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Staff members Jay and Ben have been

retrofitting a cabinet, creating ventilation

and strengthening the support so it can

handle the tank and volunteer Angus has

provided his considerable knowledge to

make sure everything is set up just

right.

The 90 litre (20 gallon) tank weighs a lot so

a supporting beam was added. Inside

the tank you can see a closed loop cooling

coil to keep the water temperature

perfect for baby salmon.

The refrigeration unit produces a lot of heat

so extra ventilation had to be added.

The idea is to  try to make the tank recreate

a pristine stream habitat.  When the tank is

full the recirculating pump at the far end

filters the water, adds oxygen, and moves

the water throughout the tank. The cooling

coil at the right keeps the water

temperature close to that of the native

stream the salmon eggs are coming from,

about 6 degrees centigrade. And the little

floating basket is used to keep the eggs near

the surface until they hatch so they are

easily visible and dead eggs can be quickly

removed.
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The tank is covered in in a styrofoam jacket

to insulate it which makes it easier for the

cooling unit to keep the water cool, cuts

down on condensation, and provides

darkness for the eggs and alevin to grow in.

 We can’t wait for the Coho eggs to arrive.

Meanwhile outside on the lake there is

always something interesting to see. The

elegantly understated Gadwall duck showed

up for the first time for me this winter.

A naturalist once told me this duck, while

not flashy, was very sophisticated looking

like it was wearing a Morning Coat. I had to

look up this formal morning version of the

tuxedo to see what he was talking about and

I guess I can see it. Muted tones. Grey tie,

grey and brown coat covering the back, 

and a black rump that could 

look like black trousers.

However you describe it, the Gadwall is so

classy looking I’m worried that some of the

other ducks….
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Picture from
https://www.oliverbrown.

org.uk/lightweight-
morning-coat-grey.html)



..might hide their heads 

in shame!

But they shouldn’t worry 

because us Swan Lake types 

don’t care how you dress,

and we love all the 

ducks the same!

 

Take care, Lenny
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